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Studies in Intelligence 2005
Intelligence, Crises and Security Len Scott 2013-09-13 This collection of essays by leading experts
seeks to explore what lessons for the exploitation and management of secret intelligence might be
drawn from a variety of case studies ranging from the 1920s to the ‘War on Terror’. Long regarded as
the ‘missing dimension’ of international history and politics, public and academic interest in the role of
secret intelligence has continued to grow in recent years, not least as a result of controversy
surrounding the terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11 2001. Intelligence, Crises and
Security addresses a range of themes including: crisis management, covert diplomacy, intelligence
tradecraft, counterterrorism, intelligence ‘overload’, intelligence in relation to neutral states, deception,
and signals intelligence. The work breaks new ground in relation to numerous key international
episodes and events, not least as a result of fresh disclosures from government archives across the
world. This book was previously published as a special issue of Intelligence and National Security.
Essentials of Strategic Intelligence Loch K. Johnson 2014-12-09 A highly valuable resource for
students of intelligence studies, strategy and security, and foreign policy, this volume provides readers
with an accessible and comprehensive exploration of U.S. espionage activities that addresses both the
practical and ethical implications that attend the art and science of spying. • Provides a comprehensive,
up-to-date examination of all aspects of intelligence by experts in the field, from collection-and-analysis
and counterintelligence to covert action and accountability • Probes into how the United States'
intelligence agencies attempt to protect the nation from cyberattacks by foreign nations and terrorist
groups—and documents the successes and failures • Documents the involvement of the National
Security Agency (NSA) in bulk "metadata" collection of information on the telephone records and social
media communications of American citizens • Examines the effects that have resulted from major leaks
in the U.S. government, from Wikileaks to the NSA Snowden leaks
The Human Factor Ishmael Jones 2010 American Presidents make decisions on war unaware that the
human source intelligence provided by the CIA is often false or nonexistent. From Harry Truman during
the Korean War to George Bush during the War on Terror, modern Presidents have faced their darkest
moments as a result of poor intelligence. The CIA has assured Congress and the President that
intelligence programs in hostile areas of the world are thriving, when they simply do not exist. The CIA
is a broken, Soviet-style bureaucracy with its own agenda: to consume federal funds, to expand within

the United States, to feign activity, and to enrich current and former employees. After 9/11, billions of
dollars directed by Congress to increase the number of officers working under deep cover on foreign
streets have disappeared without the CIA fielding a single additional, productive officer overseas. The
Human Factor makes the case for intelligence reform, showing the career of an accomplished deep
cover CIA case officer who struggled not with finding human sources of secret information in rogue
nations, but with the CIA’s bloated, dysfunctional, even cancerous bureaucracy. After initial training in
the US, Ishmael Jones spent his career in multiple, consecutive overseas assignments, as a deep
cover officer without benefit of diplomatic immunity. In dingy hotel rooms, Jones met alone with
weapons scientists, money launderers, and terrorists. He pushed intelligence missions forward while
escaping purges within the Agency, active thwarting of operations by bureaucrats, and the ever-present
threat of arrest by hostile foreign intelligence services. Jones became convinced that the CIA’s failure to
fulfill its purpose endangers Americans. Attempting reform from within proved absurd. Jones resigned
from the CIA to make a public case for reform through the writing of this book. Effective American
organizations feature clear missions, streamlined management, transparency, and accountability. The
CIA has none of these. While it has always hired good people, it wastes and even perverts employees.
The CIA is not doing its job and must be fixed. Until it is, our lives and the lives of our allies are in
jeopardy.
The Commission Philip Shenon 2008-02-05 In a work of history that will make headlines, New York
Times reporter Philip Shenon investigates the investigation of 9/11 and tells the inside story of most
important federal commission since the the Warren Commission. Shenon uncovers startling new
information about the inner workings of the 9/11 commission and its relationship with the Bush White
House. The Commission will change our understanding of the 9/11 investigation -- and of the attacks
themselves.
The 9/11 Encyclopedia, 2nd Edition [2 volumes] Stephen E. Atkins 2011-06-02 This work offers a
sweeping collection of A–Z entries and primary source documents that presents a thorough
examination of all the individuals, groups, and events surrounding the 9/11 terrorist attacks. • Includes 3
introductory essays, more than 170 entries, 60 photographs, and 10 charts • A documents volume of
more than 55 key primary source documents, including new ones added for the second edition • A
detailed chronology of key events surrounding the 9/11 terrorist attacks • An annotated bibliography
listing the most authoritative works about 9/11
Legal and Political Reforms in Saudi Arabia Joseph A. Kechichian 2013 The fractious relationship
between the United States and Saudi Arabia has long been a central concern in Washington. In the
aftermath of 9/11 and amongst ongoing wars, the United States confronts an acute dilemma: how to
cooperate with Riyadh against terrorism whilst confronting acute anti-Americanism? Using information
gathered from extensive interviews with a plethora of officials, this book aims to analyze Saudi domestic
reforms. It addresses the significant deficiency of information on such diverse matters as the judiciary
and ongoing national dialogues, but also provides an alternative understanding of what motivates Saudi
policy makers. How these reforms may impact on future Saudi decision-making will surely generate a
slew of policy concerns for the United States and this study offers a few clarifications and solutions.
This book will be of interest to anyone seeking a new perspective on the motivation behind legal and
political reforms in Saudi Arabia, and the effects of these reforms beyond the Middle East.
9/11: The Essential Reference Guide Stephen E. Atkins 2021-05-31 This important reference work is
essential reading for students attempting to understand the horrific events of September 11, 2001, and
the impact the devastating terrorist attack had on the United States. The World Trade Center and
Pentagon attacks of September 11, 2001, continue to have a major impact on the United States. The
deadliest day in modern U.S. history reverberates in numerous ways, as its influence is felt in such
areas as civil liberties, foreign policy, immigration, and presidential powers. This essential guide
features illuminating essays written by top scholars that discuss in detail the impact of 9/11 in these
critical areas, as well as how it has changed the lives of Muslim Americans in the 21st century. The
core of this reference work are the dozens of A–Z entries on all of the key groups, individuals, and

events surrounding the 9/11 terrorist attacks, including the first responders, the heroes of United
Airlines Flight 93, the Osama bin Laden raid, and the 9/11 Commission Report. In addition, the book will
offer a carefully curated group of primary source documents essential to understanding the 9/11
attacks. The book concludes with a detailed chronology and an annotated bibliography. Includes
several essays on the impact of 9/11 on such key areas as counterterrorism, Islamic extremism, and
U.S. politics Provides dozens of reference entries, gripping images, and important primary source
documents Offers a detailed chronology that helps to place significant 9/11-related events in context
Includes an annotated bibliography listing the most authoritative works about 9/11
Sharpening Strategic Intelligence Richard L. Russell 2007-04-09 This book critically examines the
weaknesses of American intelligence led by the Central Intelligence Agency in informing presidential
decision making on issues of war and peace. It evaluates the CIA's strategic intelligence performance
during the Cold War and post-Cold War periods as a foundation for examining the root causes of
intelligence failures surrounding the September 11th attacks and assessments of Iraq's weapons of
mass destruction programs in the run up to the Iraq War. The book probes these intelligence failures,
which lie in the CIA's poor human intelligence collection and analysis practices. The book argues that
none of the post-9/11 intelligence reforms have squarely addressed these root causes of strategic
intelligence failure and it recommends measures for redressing these dangerous vulnerabilities in
American security.
Intelligence and Surprise Attack Erik J. Dahl 2013-07-19 How can the United States avoid a future
surprise attack on the scale of 9/11 or Pearl Harbor, in an era when such devastating attacks can come
not only from nation states, but also from terrorist groups or cyber enemies? Intelligence and Surprise
Attack examines why surprise attacks often succeed even though, in most cases, warnings had been
available beforehand. Erik J. Dahl challenges the conventional wisdom about intelligence failure, which
holds that attacks succeed because important warnings get lost amid noise or because intelligence
officials lack the imagination and collaboration to “connect the dots” of available information. Comparing
cases of intelligence failure with intelligence success, Dahl finds that the key to success is not more
imagination or better analysis, but better acquisition of precise, tactical-level intelligence combined with
the presence of decision makers who are willing to listen to and act on the warnings they receive from
their intelligence staff. The book offers a new understanding of classic cases of conventional and
terrorist attacks such as Pearl Harbor, the Battle of Midway, and the bombings of US embassies in
Kenya and Tanzania. The book also presents a comprehensive analysis of the intelligence picture
before the 9/11 attacks, making use of new information available since the publication of the 9/11
Commission Report and challenging some of that report’s findings.
Terrorism and Communication Jonathan Matusitz 2012-08-30 Based on the premise that terrorism is
essentially a message, Terrorism and Communication: A Critical Introduction examines terrorism from a
communication perspective—making it the first text to offer a complete picture of the role of
communication in terrorist activity. Through the extensive examination of state-of-the-art research on
terrorism as well as recent case studies and speech excerpts, communication and terrorism scholar
Jonathan Matusitz explores the ways that terrorists communicate messages through actions and
discourse. Using a multifaceted approach, he draws valuable insights from relevant disciplines,
including mass communication, political communication, and visual communication, as he illustrates the
key role that media outlets play in communicating terrorists' objectives and examines the role of global
communication channels in both spreading and combating terrorism. This is an essential introduction to
understanding what terrorism is, how it functions primarily through communication, how we talk about it,
and how we prevent it.
Historical Dictionary of United States Intelligence Michael A. Turner 2014-10-08 While the United
States has had some kind of intelligence capability throughout its history, its intelligence apparatus is
young, dating only to the period immediately after World War II. Yet, in that short a time, it has
undergone enormous changes—from the labor-intensive espionage and covert action establishment of
the 1950s to a modern enterprise that relies heavily on electronic data, technology, satellites, airborne

collection platforms, and unmanned aerial vehicles, to name a few. This second edition covers the
history of United States intelligence, and includes several key features: Chronology Introductory essay
Appendixes Bibliography Over 600 cross-referenced entries on key events, issues, people, operations,
laws, regulations This book is an excellent access point for members of the intelligence community;
students, scholars, and historians; legal experts; and general readers wanting to know more about the
history of U.S. intelligence.
Life Stories: A Guide to Reading Interests in Memoirs, Autobiographies, and Diaries Maureen
O'Connor 2011-08-23 Memoirs, autobiographies, and diaries represent the most personal and most
intimate of genres, as well as one of the most abundant and popular. Gain new understanding and
better serve your readers with this detailed genre guide to nearly 700 titles that also includes notes on
more than 2,800 read-alike and other related titles. • A list of subjects and suggested "read-alikes"
accompany each title • Appendixes cover awards, websites, and resources • Detailed indexes provide
further points of access
The Politics of Intelligence and American Wars with Iraq O. Seliktar 2008-02-18 Coming at the heels of
September 11, Operation Iraqi Freedom has focused the limelight on the way in which the United
States predicts and manages political change. The failure to find WMD and more important, the
continued violence in Iraq instead of the hoped for democracy, has engender an acrimonious debate on
the motives of the Bush administration and its uses or misuses of intelligence. The question of who got
what right or wrong has been fought out along ideological, and partisan lines, with supporters claiming
that, given what was known about Saddam Hussein, the decision to change his regime was justified
and detractors arguing that a group of largely Jewish neoconservatives, acting on behalf of Israel,
manipulated intelligence in order to trick the United States into an unnecessary and costly war. The
book provides a systematic and objective analysis of the problems that faced American intelligence in
deciphering the behavior of the highly secretive and confusing Iraq regime and its enigmatic leader.
Intelligence Theory Peter Gill 2008-08-18 This edited volume brings together a range of essays by
individuals who are centrally involved in the debate about the role and utility of theory in intelligence
studies. The volume includes both classic essays and new articles that critically analyse some key
issues: strategic intelligence, the place of international relations theory, theories of ‘surprise’ and
‘failure’, organisational issues, and contributions from studies of policing and democratisation. It
concludes with a chapter that summarises theoretical developments, and maps out an agenda for
future research. This volume will be at the forefront of the theoretical debate and will become a key
reference point for future research in the area. This book will be of much interest for students of
Intelligence Studies, Security Studies and Politics/International Relations in general.
The Encyclopedia of Middle East Wars: The United States in the Persian Gulf, Afghanistan, and Iraq
Conflicts [5 volumes] Spencer C. Tucker 2010-10-08 This in-depth study of U.S. involvement in the
modern Middle East carefully weighs the interplay of domestic, cultural, religious, diplomatic,
international, and military events in one of the world's most troubled regions. • Hundreds of
alphabetically organized entries on wars, political events, religious and cultural issues, and diplomatic
initiatives, as well as in-depth essays on background material, area and regional analyses, and
biographical entries • An introduction by General Anthony Zinni, USMC (Ret), former commander in
chief of U.S. Central Command • A chronologically arranged final volume comprised of primary and
contemporary documents with individual introductions • A detailed chronology of events • Crossreferences and books for further reading appended to each entry • A bibliography of over 450 books
that are the latest in the field
Historical Dictionary of Saudi Arabia J. E. Peterson 2020-03-15 The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia now has
been under the spotlight of Western curiosity for more than 80 years. More than 15% of the world’s total
oil reserves lie underneath Saudi Arabia and, in the early 1990s, the kingdom became the world’s
largest crude oil producer. Not surprisingly, a world highly dependent on oil regards the desert kingdom
as an area of intense strategic concern, as reflected in the coalition of forces assembled on Saudi soil
to oust Iraq from Kuwait in 1991. Also, it played a major role in the invasion of Saddam Husayn’s Iraq in

2003 and shares concern with the West over Iran’s nuclear intentions throughout the 21st century. This
third edition of Historical Dictionary of Saudi Arabia contains a chronology, an introduction, and an
extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 1,000 cross-referenced entries on important
personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture. This book is an excellent
resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Saudi Arabia.
U.S. Conflicts in the 21st Century: Afghanistan War, Iraq War, and the War on Terror [3 volumes]
Spencer C. Tucker 2015-12-14 This three-volume reference work provides an up-to-date presentation
and analysis of the U.S. wars of the 21st century, addressing their backgrounds, causes, courses, and
consequences. It serves as an indispensable resource for students seeking to understand the role of
the United States in the world today. • Provides up-to-date information on America's ongoing military
conflicts and clear explanations of how these wars came about and the shifts in policy thereafter •
Supplies comprehensive coverage detailing social, political, cultural, religious, ethnic, and military
aspects of the 21st-century wars • Includes dozens of primary documents that are essential to
understanding the events that have occurred, provide context to the text, and allow readers to examine
the original sources of information directly • Identifies the key individuals and factors in strategic
planning • Presents full information on the terror attacks visited on the United States and its key allies
as well as the U.S. response to them
On That Day William M. Arkin 2021-08-17 “A maddening, essential study in misinformation, jingoism,
bad intelligence, and other hallmarks of the recent American past.”—Kirkus (starred review) Anyone
who experienced the attacks on September 11 cannot forget the imagery: the smoking, falling towers,
the Pentagon smoldering, the Shanksville crash site, the first responders. But there is an invisible story
hidden in the wreckage, one that required years of patient investigation and the piecing together of a
sequence from many scattered sources. By establishing the most definitive timeline of how that day
unfolded, William M. Arkin shows how the US government failed in the face of the unprecedented
attack. It is a story of laughable airport security, vulnerable airspace, blind intelligence, poor
communications, muddled orders, Pentagon chaos, and presidential isolation. Everything about the
emergency procedures of the governments—from White House security to continuity of government to
military alerts—went wrong. On That Day is a stunning, nightmare journey through a government
reeling in confusion while many civilians performed individual acts of heroism. It is a chilling exposé of
government negligence and overreach, and a constitution in crisis.
Intelligence Matters Bob Graham 2004-09-14 In this explosive, controversial, and profoundly alarming
insider’s report, Senator Bob Graham reveals faults in America’s national security network severe
enough to raise fundamental questions about the competence and honesty of public officials in the CIA,
the FBI, and the White House. For ten years, Senator Graham served on the Senate Intelligence
Committee, where he had access to some of the nation’s most closely guarded secrets. Following the
attacks of September 11, 2001, Graham co-chaired a historic joint House-Senate inquiry into the
intelligence community’s failures. From that investigation and his own personal fact-finding, Graham
discovered disturbing evidence of terrorist activity and a web of complicity: • At one point, a terrorist
support network conducted some of its operations through Saudi Arabia’s U.S. embassy–and a funding
chain for terrorism led to the Saudi royal family. • In February 2002, only four months after combat
began in Afghanistan, the Bush administration ordered General Tommy Franks to move vital military
resources out of Afghanistan for an operation against Iraq–despite Franks’s privately stated belief that
there was a job to finish in Afghanistan, and that the war on terrorism should focus next on terrorist
targets in Somalia and Yemen. • Throughout 2002, President Bush directed the FBI to limit its
investigations of Saudi Arabia, which supported some and possibly all of the September 11 hijackers. •
The White House was so uncooperative with the bipartisan inquiry that its behavior bore all the
hallmarks of a cover-up. • The FBI had an informant who was extremely close to two of the September
11 hijackers, and actually housed one of them, yet the existence of this informant and the scope of his
contacts with the hijackers were covered up. • There were twelve instances when the September 11
plot could have been discovered and potentially foiled. • Days after 9/11, U.S. authorities allowed some

Saudis to fly, despite a complete civil aviation ban, after which the government expedited the departure
of more than one hundred Saudis from the United States. • Foreign leaders throughout the Middle East
warned President Bush of exactly what would happen in a postwar Iraq, and those warnings went either
ignored or unheeded. As a result of his Senate work, Graham has become convinced that the attacks of
September 11 could have been avoided, and that the Bush administration’s war on terrorism has failed
to address the immediate danger posed by al-Qaeda, Hezbollah, and Hamas in Afghanistan, Syria,
Yemen, and Somalia. His book is a disturbing reminder that at the highest levels of national security,
now more than ever, intelligence matters.
The History of Information Security Karl Maria Michael de Leeuw 2007-08-28 Information Security is
usually achieved through a mix of technical, organizational and legal measures. These may include the
application of cryptography, the hierarchical modeling of organizations in order to assure confidentiality,
or the distribution of accountability and responsibility by law, among interested parties. The history of
Information Security reaches back to ancient times and starts with the emergence of bureaucracy in
administration and warfare. Some aspects, such as the interception of encrypted messages during
World War II, have attracted huge attention, whereas other aspects have remained largely uncovered.
There has never been any effort to write a comprehensive history. This is most unfortunate, because
Information Security should be perceived as a set of communicating vessels, where technical
innovations can make existing legal or organisational frame-works obsolete and a breakdown of
political authority may cause an exclusive reliance on technical means. This book is intended as a first
field-survey. It consists of twenty-eight contributions, written by experts in such diverse fields as
computer science, law, or history and political science, dealing with episodes, organisations and
technical developments that may considered to be exemplary or have played a key role in the
development of this field. These include: the emergence of cryptology as a discipline during the
Renaissance, the Black Chambers in 18th century Europe, the breaking of German military codes
during World War II, the histories of the NSA and its Soviet counterparts and contemporary cryptology.
Other subjects are: computer security standards, viruses and worms on the Internet, computer
transparency and free software, computer crime, export regulations for encryption software and the
privacy debate. - Interdisciplinary coverage of the history Information Security - Written by top experts in
law, history, computer and information science - First comprehensive work in Information Security
Defining and Redefining Space in the English-Speaking World Fanny Moghaddassi 2016-12-14
Contacts, on the individual and institutional levels and in the political and aesthetic spheres, lead to
redefinitions of existing identities through frictions and, sometimes, clashes. Focusing on the material
conditions of such contacts, frictions, and clashes, this volume particularly explores their essentially
spatial nature, highlighting the stakes of such definitions and redefinitions of space. Efforts at defining
and mapping spaces, physical experiences of contacts, frictions and clashes, tensions between
different groups or genres and literary or political competition for space and influence lead to
geographical, social, political, and aesthetic, but also bodily and psychological, definitions and
redefinitions.
State of War James Risen 2006-01-05 With relentless media coverage, breathtaking events, and
extraordinary congressional and independent investigations, it is hard to believe that we still might not
know some of the most significant facts about the presidency of George W. Bush. Yet beneath the
surface events of the Bush presidency lies a secret history -- a series of hidden events that makes a
mockery of current debate. This hidden history involves domestic spying, abuses of power, and
outrageous operations. It includes a CIA that became caught in a political cross fire that it could not
withstand, and what it did to respond. It includes a Defense Department that made its own foreign
policy, even against the wishes of the commander in chief. It features a president who created a sphere
of deniability in which his top aides were briefed on matters of the utmost sensitivity -- but the president
was carefully kept in ignorance. State of War reveals this hidden history for the first time, including
scandals that will redefine the Bush presidency. James Risen has covered national security for The
New York Times for years. Based on extraordinary sources from top to bottom in Washington and

around the world, drawn from dozens of interviews with key figures in the national security community,
this book exposes an explosive chain of events: Contrary to law, and with little oversight, the National
Security Administration has been engaged in a massive domestic spying program. On such sensitive
issues as the use of torture, the administration created a zone of deniability: the president's top
advisors were briefed, but the president himself was not. The United States actually gave nuclear-bomb
designs to Iran. The CIA had overwhelming evidence that Iraq had no nuclear weapons programs
during the run-up to the Iraq war. They kept that information to themselves and didn't tell the president.
While the United States has refused to lift a finger, Afghanistan has become a narco-state, supplying 87
percent of the heroin sold on the global market. These are just a few of the stories told in State of War.
Beyond these shocking specifics, Risen describes troubling patterns: Truth-seekers within the CIA were
fired or ignored. Long-standing rules were trampled. Assassination squads were trained; war crimes
were proposed. Yet for all the aggressiveness of America's spies, a blind eye was turned toward crucial
links between al Qaeda and Saudi Arabia, among other sensitive topics. Not since the revelations of
CIA and FBI abuses in the 1970s have so many scandals in the intelligence community come to light.
More broadly, Risen's secret history shows how power really works in George W. Bush's presidency.
Fixing the Facts Joshua Rovner 2011-07-26 Rovner explores the complex interaction between
intelligence and policy and shines a spotlight on the problem of politicization.
Metafolklore Alexander V. Avakov 2012-12 The book is organized in Folklore Units. Each Folklore Unit
has Context and may have one or more Metacontexts with citations of works of great philosophers or
writers; hence, the title of the book is Metafolklore. The book covers the life of immigrants from the
USSR in the U.S., remembers life in Russia, and gradually concentrates on the modus operandi of the
KGB, FBI, CIA, NYPD, NSA, ECHELON, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, Al, and ISI. It covers
frontiers of legal theory of surveillance. What distinguishes this book is the intensely personal account
of the events and issues.
Spy Watching Loch K. Johnson 2018 "Given the dangers in the world---from terrorism to
pandemics---nations must have effective spy services; yet, to prevent the misuse of secret power,
democracies must also ensure that their spies are well supervised. This book focuses on the obstacles
encountered by America as it pursues more effective intelligence accountability"-Strategic Intelligence Loch K. Johnson 2007
The Looming Tower Lawrence Wright 2014-11-27 THE PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING BESTSELLER,
NOW A MAJOR NEW TV SERIES This is the definitive account of the run-up to 9/11: from the man
who lit the spark of radical Islam in 1948, to those who built up a terror network, and to the FBI agent
whose warnings of 'something big' coming were ignored until the Twin Towers fell. 'The Looming Tower
is a thriller. And it's a tragedy, too' The New York Times 'The most detailed (and thrilling) account we
have of the events that led to the destruction of the Twin Towers' Observer, Books of the Year 'Possibly
the best book yet written on the rise of al-Qaeda ... beautifully written and wonderfully compelling'
William Dalrymple 'We meet some formidable schemers and killers ... fabulists crazed with blood and
death' Martin Amis
Cultures of War: Pearl Harbor / Hiroshima / 9-11 / Iraq John W. Dower 2010-09-17 Finalist for the 2010
National Book Award in Nonfiction: The Pulitzer Prize-winning historian returns with a groundbreaking
comparative study of the dynamics and pathologies of war in modern times. Over recent decades, John
W. Dower, one of America’s preeminent historians, has addressed the roots and consequences of war
from multiple perspectives. In War Without Mercy (1986), winner of the National Book Critics Circle
Award, he described and analyzed the brutality that attended World War II in the Pacific, as seen from
both the Japanese and the American sides. Embracing Defeat (1999), winner of numerous honors
including the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award, dealt with Japan’s struggle to start over in a
shattered land in the immediate aftermath of the Pacific War, when the defeated country was occupied
by the U.S.-led Allied powers. Turning to an even larger canvas, Dower now examines the cultures of
war revealed by four powerful events—Pearl Harbor, Hiroshima, 9-11, and the invasion of Iraq in the
name of a war on terror. The list of issues examined and themes explored is wide-ranging: failures of

intelligence and imagination, wars of choice and “strategic imbecilities,” faith-based secular thinking as
well as more overtly holy wars, the targeting of noncombatants, and the almost irresistible logic—and
allure—of mass destruction. Dower’s new work also sets the U.S. occupations of Japan and Iraq side
by side in strikingly original ways. One of the most important books of this decade, Cultures of War
offers comparative insights into individual and institutional behavior and pathologies that transcend
“cultures” in the more traditional sense, and that ultimately go beyond war-making alone.
The War on Terror Encyclopedia: From the Rise of Al-Qaeda to 9/11 and Beyond Jan Goldman Ph.D.
2014-10-07 This fascinating reference chronicles the individuals, operations, and events of the War on
Terror around the world, exploring its causes and consequences through the lens of policy, doctrine,
and tactics of combat. • Features a timeline that enables readers to quickly grasp the succession of key
events and developments in the War on Terror • Highlights specific individuals on both sides of this
conflict, providing an objective and fair-minded approach to the topic • Provides a bibliography that
directs students toward additional sources of information for further research • Connects related entries
through helpful cross references
Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence Directorate Owen L. Sirrs 2016-07-01 This book is the first
comprehensive study of Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence Directorate (ISI). The rise of Pakistanbacked religious extremist groups in Afghanistan, India, and Central Asia has focused international
attention on Pakistan’s premier intelligence organization and covert action advocate, the Inter-Services
Intelligence Directorate or ISI. While ISI is regarded as one of the most powerful government agencies
in Pakistan today, surprisingly little has been written about it from an academic perspective. This book
addresses critical gaps in our understanding of this agency, including its domestic security mission,
covert backing of the Afghan Taliban, and its links to al-Qa’ida. Using primary source materials,
including declassified intelligence and diplomatic reporting, press reports and memoirs, this book
explores how ISI was transformed from a small, negligible counter intelligence outfit of the late-1940s
into the national security behemoth of today with extensive responsibilities in domestic security, political
interference and covert action. This study concludes that reforming or even eliminating ISI will be
fundamental if Pakistan is to successfully transition from an army-run, national security state to a stable,
democratic society that enjoys peaceful relations with its neighbours. This book will be of interest to
students of intelligence studies, South Asian politics, foreign policy and international security in general.
The Central Intelligence Agency: An Encyclopedia of Covert Ops, Intelligence Gathering, and Spies [2
volumes] Jan Goldman Ph.D. 2015-12-14 The Central Intelligence Agency is essential in the fight to
keep America safe from foreign attacks. This two-volume work traces through facts and documents the
history of the CIA, from the people involved to the operations conducted for national security. • Covers
the history of the CIA from its days prior to World War II, when it was known as the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS), supplying comprehensive, objective information in a convenient ready reference •
Provides documents formerly classified as "top secret" and an extensive bibliography to allow further
research by students • Includes contributions from about two dozen experts in their field of study,
ranging from a psychologist describing CIA "mind experiments" to former practitioners and historians
writing on covert operations during the Cold War • Provides primary documents such as the oldest
formerly classified document held by the CIA (how to make invisible ink, 1918) and intelligence reports
that Osama bin Laden was planning to attack the United States (2001)
Homeland Security and Intelligence, 2nd Edition Keith Gregory Logan 2017-11-16 Now updated and
expanded for its second edition, this book investigates the role intelligence plays in maintaining
homeland security and emphasizes that effective intelligence collection and analysis are central to
reliable homeland security. • Addresses the most recent changes in homeland security and intelligence,
explains the dynamics and structure of the intelligence community, and assesses the effectiveness of
new intelligence processes • Focuses on the evolving structure of the intelligence community and its
processes in the age of ISIS and organized, widespread terrorist threats as witnessed by the events in
Boston, San Bernardino, and Paris • Contains seven new chapters as well as revisions and updates
throughout this second edition • Underscores how intelligence can work—and needs to

function—across homeland security efforts at the federal, state, and local levels
The Threat on the Horizon Loch K. Johnson 2011-02-09 The Aspin-Brown Commission of 1995-1996,
led by former U.S. Defense Secretaries Les Aspin and Harold Brown, was a landmark inquiry into the
activities of America's secret agencies. The purpose of the commission was to help the Central
Intelligence Agency and other organizations in the U.S. intelligence community adapt to the quite
different world that had emerged after the end of the Cold War in 1991. In The Threat on the Horizon,
eminent national security scholar Loch K. Johnson, who served as Aspin's assistant, offers a
comprehensive insider's account of this inquiry. Based on a close sifting of government documents and
media reports, interviews with participants, and, above all, his own eyewitness impressions, Johnson's
thorough history offers a unique window onto why the terrorist attacks of 2001 caught the United States
by surprise and why the intelligence community failed again in 2002 when it predicted that Iraq
possessed weapons of mass destruction. It will be the first published account by an insider of a
presidential commission on intelligence--a companion volume to Johnson's acclaimed study of the
Church Committee investigation into intelligence in 1975 (A Season of Inquiry). This examination of the
Aspin-Brown Commission is an invaluable source for anyone interested in the how the intelligence
agencies of the world's most powerful nation struggled to confront new global threats that followed the
collapse of the Soviet empire, and why Washington, D.C. was unprepared for the calamities that would
soon arise.
The 5 Unanswered Questions About 9/11 James Ridgeway 2005-09-06 The 9/11 Commission Report
is widely declared to be the definitive account of the most devastating attack ever to take place on
American soil, but in truth the most vital questions about 9/11 have not been asked, and an evergrowing number of facts casts clouds of suspicion over the actions and motivations of many key
government officials and agencies. The 5 Unanswered Questions cuts through the official accounts and
political "spin" to the questions that lie at the heart of this American tragedy.
Blood From Stones Douglas Farah 2004-05-04 In the aftermath of 9/11, President Bush froze all
terrorist assets in traditional financial institutions and money channels. But Al Qaeda and other terrorist
groups have long followed a diversification strategy that has rendered the crackdown by the U.S. and
other governments almost useless. Blood from Stones is the first book to uncover, through on-theground reporting, the interlocking web of commodities, underground transfer systems, charities, and
sympathetic bankers that support terrorist activities throughout the world. As a foreign correspondent
and investigative reporter for The Washington Post, Douglas Farah ventured into the dangerous and
uncharted world of terrorist financing—a journey that took him across four continents. The information
he gathered was far ahead of what U.S. intelligence agencies knew as they scrambled to understand
the 9/11 attacks. In unprecedented detail, Farah traces the movement of money from the traffickers of
“blood diamonds” in West Africa to the world diamond exchange in Belgium and homegrown money
merchants in Saudi Arabia, Dubai, Karachi, and Lahore who turn cash into commodities and
commodities into cash. He probes charities that siphon off money to pay for such essentials as false
identification cards and safe passage for operatives. And he reveals how the funding of terrorist
activities is integrated into the age-old hawala network, a trust-based system that has operated for
generations across Arabia and Southeast Asia. Focusing on this critical aspect of the war on terrorism,
Blood from Stones not only shows how terrorists are able to orchestrate complex and expensive attacks
but also makes it clear why the war will be so difficult to win.
Intelligence and Government in Britain and the United States: A Comparative Perspective [2 volumes]
Philip H.J. Davies 2012-04-06 Bringing a dose of reality to the stuff of literary thrillers, this masterful
study is the first closely detailed, comparative analysis of the evolution of the modern British and
American intelligence communities. • U.S. and U.K. case studies that draw on archival and published
sources and on interviews with practitioners • Parallel timelines for principal national intelligence
coordinating bodies in the United States and United Kingdom • Organization charts for the United
States Intelligence Board and the U.K. Joint Intelligence Organisation, both from the early 1960s • An
extensive glossary of terms and abbreviations used in the British and American intelligence

communities • An extensive bibliography
National Security Intelligence Loch K. Johnson 2017-04-21 National security intelligence is a vast,
complex, and important topic, made doubly hard for citizens to understand because of the thick veils of
secrecy that surround it. In the second edition of his definitive introduction to the field, leading
intelligence expert Loch K. Johnson guides readers skilfully through this shadowy side of government.
Drawing on over forty years of experience studying intelligence agencies and their activities, he
explains the three primary missions of intelligence: information collection and analysis,
counterintelligence, and covert action, before moving on to explore the wider dilemmas posed by the
existence of secret government organizations in open, democratic societies. Recent developments
including the controversial leaks by the American intelligence official Edward J. Snowden, the U.S.
Senate's Torture Report, and the ongoing debate over the use of drones are explored alongside difficult
questions such as why intelligence agencies inevitably make mistakes in assessing world events; why
some intelligence officers choose to engage in treason against their own country on behalf of foreign
regimes; and how spy agencies can succumb to scandals -including highly intrusive surveillance
against the very citizens they are meant to protect. Comprehensively revised and updated throughout,
National Security Intelligence is tailor-made to meet the interests of students and general readers who
care about how nations shield themselves against threats through the establishment of intelligence
organizations, and how they strive for safeguards to prevent the misuse of this secret power.
Unconquerable Nation Brian Michael Jenkins 2006 The author presents a clear-sighted and sobering
analysis of where we are today in the struggle against terrorism. Jenkins, an internationally renowned
authority on terrorism, distills the jihadists' operational code and outlines a pragmatic but principled
approach to defeating the terrorist enterprise. We need to build upon our traditions of determination and
self-reliance, he argues, and above all, preserve our commitment to American values.
Disconnecting the Dots Kevin Fenton 2011-06-01 Questioning actions taken by American intelligence
agencies prior to 9/11, this investigation charges that intelligence officials repeatedly and deliberately
withheld information from the FBI, thereby allowing hijackers to attack the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon. Pinpointing individuals associated with Alec Station, the CIA’s Osama bin Laden unit, as
primarily responsible for many of the intelligence failures, this account analyzes the circumstances in
which critical intelligence information was kept from FBI investigators in the wider context of the CIA’s
operations against al-Qaeda, concluding that the information was intentionally omitted in order to allow
an al-Qaeda attack to go forward against the United States. The book also looks at the findings of the
four main 9/11 investigations, claiming they omitted key facts and were blind to the purposefulness of
the wrongdoing they investigated. Additionally, it asserts that Alec Station’s chief was involved in key
post-9/11 events and further intelligence failures, including the failure to capture Osama bin Laden at
Tora Bora and the CIA's rendition and torture program.
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